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Chair Bettencourt, Vice Chair Springer and members of the Senate Local Government Committee, thank you 

for allowing me to offer testimony on the issue of reducing minimum lot size requirements. I am Emily 

Hamilton, a senior research fellow at the Mercatus Center at George Mason University, where I am 

codirector of the Urbanity Project. I study housing policy and housing affordability across the country and 

how reforms to housing policy like those proposed in Senate Bill 2037 have affected housing market 

outcomes. 

 

You don’t need me to tell you about the increasing problem of housing affordability in Texas. As land use 

regulations in other states are pricing people out of coastal markets, Texas’s own land use regulations 

threaten to cause similar problems here.  

 

Research shows that zoning rules and long, uncertain approval processes for new housing construction are 

the key drivers of housing scarcity and high house prices.1 We see that places that make it easy to build new 

housing of all types can remain affordable even as they grow quickly. Limiting minimum lot size requirements 

is one way to create opportunities for the lower-cost construction Texas needs. I have attached to this 

testimony a policy brief I authored on a case study of Houston’s minimum lot size reform as well as a study by 

my colleagues Salim Furth and Nolan Gray analyzing the effects of minimum lot sizes elsewhere in Texas.  

 

MINIMUM LOT SIZE REQUIREMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR REFORM 

 
1 Emily Hamilton, “Land Use Regulation and Housing Affordability,” in Regulation and Economic Opportunity: 
Blueprints for Reform, ed. Adam Hoffer and Todd Nesbit (Logan, UT: The Center for Economic Growth and 
Opportunity, 2020), 193. 
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Minimum lot size requirements mandate that each house sit on a yard of a certain size. They take away 

property owners’ right to build a house on a smaller piece of land than rules require. In places where land is 

expensive, these rules mandate that each house is packaged with an expensive piece of land. Requiring that 

each house has an expensive yard also leads home builders to build only large, fancy houses, because land 

prices alone push home prices beyond what families looking for basic starter homes can afford.2 Minimum lot 

size requirements are one of the land use regulations that has the largest effect in making housing 

expensive.3 

 

Allowing small-lot construction is a proven path toward abundant, relatively low-cost housing. Because small-

lot construction makes lower-cost, fee-simple homeownership possible, it can take advantage of the simple 

financing and lower interest rates available to owner-occupied housing.4 And in places where this type of 

development is legal, homeowners have shown that it’s a type of housing they want.  

 

Texas policymakers do not need to look to other states for a successful model of lot size reform. The 

country’s most successful example of minimum lot size reform comes from Houston. In 1998, Houston 

policymakers reduced the minimum lot size requirement within the city’s I-610 loop to 1,400 square feet, 

down from 5,000 square feet.5  This reform has facilitated the construction of nearly 80,000 new houses.  

 

Economist Mike Mei estimates that the reform has benefited the average Houston household by about 

$18,000.6 Owing, in part, to its openness to small-lot construction, Houston has a median house price below 

the national median despite growing faster than the rest of the country for decades. 

 

Following the success of the 1998 reform, Houston policymakers expanded the reform in 2013 to cover the 

entire city. This small-lot construction takes place in many parts of the city, both in new subdivisions at the 

outskirts of the city as well as in infill properties close to job centers.  

 

CONCLUSION 
Although local land use restrictions are the key obstacles to less expensive housing, state policymakers have a 

role to play in addressing this statewide concern. Local governments’ authority to regulate housing 

development, including minimum lot sizes, rests on their power to pass rules that protect Texans’ health, 

 
2 Emily Badger, “Whatever Happened to the Starter Home?,” New York Times, September 25, 2022. 
3 Paul Boudreaux, “Lotting Large: The Phenomenon of Minimum Lot Size Laws,” Maine Law Review 68, no. 1 (2016): 
1–43. 
4 Daniel Parolek, Missing Middle Housing: Thinking Big and Building Small to Respond to Today’s Housing Crisis 
(Washington, DC: Island Press), 86. 
5 M. Nolan Gray and Adam A. Millsap, “Subdividing the Unzoned City: An Analysis of the Causes and Effects of 
Houston’s 1998 Subdivision Reform,” Journal of Planning Education and Research (2020): 1–17 
6 Mike Mei, “House Size and Household Size: The Distributional Effects of the Minimum Lot Size Regulation” (Working 
Paper, November 16, 2022), 33. 
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safety, and welfare. When these rules instead cause statewide affordability problems, state legislators have a 

responsibility to set some limits on the extent to which local governments can restrict property owners’ right 

to build housing.  

 

Abundant housing is crucial for Texas to continue to provide opportunities for its residents and to continue to 

attract business investments. When local requirements stand in the way of housing affordability, state 

policymakers should step in to protect housing construction. 

 

ATTACHMENT  

“Houston Townhouses as a Model for Texas” (Mercatus Policy Brief) 

“Do Minimum-Lot-Size Regulations Limit Housing Supply in Texas?” (Mercatus Research) 

“Resources for Reformers: Houston’s minimum lot sizes” (Market Urbanism Blog Post) 



Learning from Houston’s Townhouse Reforms 

Emily Hamilton 

April 2023 

Housing affordability is a growing problem for American households, a problem that the 

pandemic has only exacerbated. Local land use restrictions, rules that determine the type and 

quantity of housing that can be built in a given area, are the primary causes of the country’s 

housing affordability problem. By constraining the supply of housing in a given area, these rules 

limit the extent to which homebuilders can meet the increasing demand for housing.  

Minimum lot size requirements, which require each house to have a yard of a certain size, are 

one of the most important zoning rules that drive up the cost of housing, because they prevent 

developers from economizing on land by building more houses on a given site. These 

requirements also lead homebuilders to build larger, expensive houses because few buyers want 

a small, basic house with a high land cost.  

Policymakers in states across the country have introduced bills that would limit local 

governments’ authority to determine how large residential lots must be. Some states now require 

local governments to permit lots to be split in certain cases. Legalizing small-lot construction 

opens up opportunities for less expensive greenfield construction at the outskirts of urban areas 

as well as for new infill construction by subdividing existing residential lots into smaller ones, 

which would provide housing for more people in existing neighborhoods.  
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Reforms passed years ago in Houston, Texas, provide evidence for what we can expect from 

state bills that legalize small-lot construction. In Houston, nearly 80,000 houses have been built 

as a result of reforms to minimum lot size requirements. This increase in construction, along with 

the city’s general openness to housing growth, contribute to the city’s impressive level of 

housing affordability compared to other US cities.  

 

In this policy brief, I offer a short summary of academic research examining the impact of land 

use restrictions on housing supply and housing affordability. I explain the general framework of 

land use regulations in Houston, the most liberally regulated large city in the United States. I 

then describe the details of Houston’s lot size reforms and the resulting housing construction. 

Finally, I discuss housing affordability in Houston relative to other large metropolitan areas in 

the Sunbelt.  

 

LOCAL LAND USE RESTRICTIONS AND HOUSING AFFORDABILITY 

In his 1972 book, Bernard Siegan wrote: 

 

All zoning is exclusionary, and is expected to be exclusionary; that is its purpose and 

intent. The provisions governing almost every zoning district operate to exclude certain 

uses of property from certain portions of the land, and thereby in the case of housing, the 

people who would occupy the housing excluded.1 

 
1 Bernard Siegan, Land Use Without Zoning (1972; repr., Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 

2020), 88. 
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Today, a growing body of empirical evidence backs up Siegan’s assertion that the more land use 

regulations constrain housing construction, the more expensive housing in a market will be, 

making housing out of reach for people with low incomes or even middle incomes in the 

country’s most constrained housing markets. Joseph Gyourko and Raven Molloy, in a review of 

research on the relationship between local land use regulations and housing affordability, 

explains that “regulation appears to be the single most important influence on the supply of 

homes.”2 They point out that, across the country, labor and material costs vary much less than 

house prices, because in places where housing supply is more constrained by regulations, 

increases in demand lead to prices being bid up. Research on the causal effect of land use 

regulations finds that they reduce the supply of developable land.3  

 

A study of home values in the Boston region finds that, in this highly constrained housing 

market, houses with larger yards do not sell for substantial premia than houses with smaller 

yards.4 In this context, the right to build a house on a lot contributes much more to land value 

than the size of the lot. 

 
2 Joseph Gyourko and Raven Molloy, “Regulation and Housing Supply,” in Handbook of 

Regional and Urban Economics, ed. Gilles Duranton, J. Vernon Henderson, and William C. 

Strange, vol. 5 (Amsterdam, Netherlands: Elsevier, 2015), 1291–92. 

3 Matthew A. Turner, Andrew Haughwout, and Wilbert van der Klaauw, “Land Use Regulation 

and Welfare,” Econometrica 82, no. 4 (July 2014): 1341–403.  

4 Edward L. Glaeser and Joseph Gyourko, “The Impact of Building Restrictions on Housing 

Affordability,” FRBNY Economic Policy Review 9, no. 2 (June 2003): 21–39.  
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Another study on the costs of minimum lot sizes, using data from Harris County and Dallas 

County,5 finds that larger yards add little value to houses. A study of minimum lot sizes in the 

fast-growing Texas suburbs finds evidence that, in some of these localities, actual lot sizes bunch 

to the required minimum lot sizes, indicating that lot size requirements are likely binding and 

drive up house prices relative to what they would be if development were permitted on smaller 

lots.6 

 

LAND USE REGULATION IN HOUSTON 

Houston is the only large US city without use zoning, which identifies areas within a locality 

where certain land uses are permitted or banned. Zoning proposals have been on the ballot three 

times, and each time residents have voted against adopting a zoning ordinance.  

 

While other US cities ban apartment construction on all but a small share of their land area, 

Houston does not, and the city permits extensive multifamily construction. According to the US 

Census Bureau’s American Community Survey, from 2010 to 2020, Houston’s total housing 

stock increased by 10.8 percent, while its stock of multifamily housing in buildings with five or 

 
5 Salim Furth, “Foundations and Microfoundations: Building Houses on Regulated Land” 

(Mercatus Working Paper, Mercatus Center at George Mason University, Arlington, VA, 

October 2021). 

6 M. Nolan Gray and Salim Furth, “Do Minimum-Lot-Size Regulations Limit Housing Supply in 

Texas?” (Mercatus Research, Mercatus Center at George Mason University, Arlington, VA, May 

2019).  
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more units increased by 14.8 percent. Across the country, there was a 6.5 percent increase in the 

total stock of housing and an 11.5 percent increase in the stock of multifamily housing. Perhaps 

the most salient difference between Houston and other US cities is Houston’s prevalence of low-

rise garden apartments in many locations that likely would have been restricted to single-family 

or commercial development if it were under zoning ordinance.7 

 

Compared to other US cities, Houston’s land use restrictions are permissive. But its many other 

government policies nonetheless shape urban development, and these policies promote low-

density development relative to what the market might otherwise prescribe.8 Subdivision limits, 

including minimum lot size requirements and setback requirements, along with parking 

requirements and other limits on land use—all shape what builders can build. Furthermore, 

transportation policy has had important effects on land use development patterns in Houston, 

which has more freeway lane miles compared to some other US cities.9  

 

 
7 Siegan, Land Use Without Zoning, 66. 

8 Michael Lewyn, “How Overregulation Creates Sprawl (Even in a City Without Zoning),” 

Wayne Law Review 50 (2005): 1171–207. 

9 Zhu Qian, “Without Zoning: Urban Development and Land Use Controls in Houston,” Cities 

27, no. 1 (February 2010): 31–41. 
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In addition to citywide land use restrictions, private deed restrictions and homeowner 

associations play an important role in regulating Houston’s development.10 Homebuyers who 

wish to purchase in a neighborhood with density and use restrictions that are tighter than those 

mandated by the city can purchase in a neighborhood with deed restrictions. City policymakers 

have used deed restrictions to assuage homeowners in high-income neighborhoods who prefer to 

prevent denser redevelopment.11 While a renewal of deed restrictions typically would require a 

near unanimous vote among property owners, the Texas legislature, at the behest of the city 

council, passed a law that gave residents the option to renew with a simple majority vote.  

 

HOUSTON’S MINIMUM LOT SIZE REFORMS 

With house prices increasingly rising faster than incomes, along with a strengthening consensus 

that local land use regulations are the cause, growing numbers of state and local governments are 

looking for reforms that will allow more lower-cost housing to be built. Perhaps the reform that 

has received the most attention from the media and housing advocates is Minneapolis’s 2019 

reform legalizing triplex construction in the city’s neighborhoods where previously only 

detached single-family houses had been allowed. 

 

 
10 It is estimated that about one-quarter of the neighborhoods in Houston are subject to private 

deed restrictions. Siegan, Land Use Without Zoning. 

11 John Mixon, “Four Land Use Vignettes from Unzoned Houston,” Notre Dame Journal of Law, 

Ethics and Public Policy 24, no. 1 (2011): 159–85. 
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Prior to recent wave of reforms, policymakers in Houston took a different approach to 

liberalizing the city’s already relatively loose land use regulations. In 1998, they reduced the by-

right minimum lot size from 5,000 to 3,500 square feet within the city’s I-610 Loop and 

permitted even smaller lots (down to an average of 1,400 square feet) for subdivisions that meet 

certain conditions. Then, in 2013, they extended the reform to cover all the land in the city with 

wastewater collection services.  

 

Because Houston does not have use zoning, duplexes and other small multiunit structures have 

always been permitted on lots developed with single-family houses—although its parking 

requirements make it difficult to build more than two units on the 50 feet by 100 feet lots that are 

common within the I-610 Loop. The reforms make it feasible to achieve much smaller lot sizes 

in subdivisions of larger parcels, where homebuilders can create shallower lots. Unlike 

townhouses, duplexes and other types of multiunit buildings have to be a condominium structure 

for separate units to be owned by multiple parties. While some buyers seek out small multiunit 

properties like duplexes to live in one and rent out the other, most buyers prefer to own just one 

unit without being part of a condominium. 

 

Houston’s 1998 lot size reform created an opportunity to build three fee-simple free-standing 

houses where previously only one single-family house would have been permitted. While 

Minneapolis’s 2019 triplex reform was an important symbolic change to replace single-family 

zoning with a more inclusive regulation, there were only 104 duplex or triplex units built the first 

two years following the reform. In contrast, thousands of small-lot single-family houses are built 

in Houston each year. The city’s small lot-size requirements have facilitated a vernacular 
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architecture of houses that are taller than they are wide (known locally as townhouses) but with 

small side setbacks. In addition to fee-simple ownership, part of the reason Houston’s townhouse 

construction is delivering more units than Minneapolis’s triplex construction is that Houston’s 

height and setback requirements allow for much more square footage across three townhouses 

than a duplex or triplex in Minneapolis. 

 

Prior to 1998, Houston had a minimum lot size requirement of 5,000 square feet for detached 

single-family houses and 2,500 square feet for townhouses. One analysis points out that such 

regulations encouraged large townhouse construction and precluded smaller, lower-cost 

townhouse construction.12 The 1998 reform permitted subdivisions down to an average lot size 

of 1,400 square feet if they include 600 square feet of compensating open space per lot that is 

less than 3,500 square feet, or alternatively by meeting “performance standards.” These 

standards include having adequate wastewater collection service, buildings that cover no more 

than 40 percent of the lot, and at least 150 square feet of permeable area on each lot.13  

 

Starting with the 1998 reform, houses on lots less than 5,000 square feet were permitted inside as 

well as outside the I-610 Loop, but outside the Loop, small-lot construction required more 

compensating open space. The reform legalized lots as small as 1,400 square feet with 720 

 
12 M. Nolan Gray and Adam A. Millsap, “Subdividing the Unzoned City: An Analysis of the 

Causes and Effects of Houston’s 1998 Subdivision Reform,” Journal of Planning Education and 

Research (2020).  

13 City of Houston, Code of Ordinances, Sec. 42-184, version January 24, 2023. 
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square feet of compensating open space per lot. Prior to the 2013 reform, all small-lot 

development outside the I-610 Loop was permitted with the compensating open space 

requirement rather than through performance standards, and variances were not issued for 

minimum lot size outside the Inner Loop.14  

 

The intent of the open space requirement was to create pocket parks throughout the city. But in 

many cases, small-lot developments are gated, preventing the public from accessing the open 

space.15 This was part of the policymakers’ reasoning for using the performance standards to 

extend the opportunity to subdivide outside the Inner Loop. Furthermore, the rule change was 

viewed as a way to open up more land for redevelopment, reducing gentrification pressures and 

protecting Houston’s affordability.16 

 

The 2013 reform extended the 1998 rules to all the land in the city of Houston with wastewater 

collection services, reducing the compensating open space requirements for small-lot 

subdivisions outside the I-610 Loop and creating the option for subdivisions that qualify based 

on the performance standards. The new subdivision rules passed with a 13-3 vote among council 

members.  

 

 
14 Margaret Wallace Brown, personal communication with author, April 14, 2022. 

15 Hector Rodriguez, personal communication with author, April 14, 2022. 

16 Carlos G. Espinoza y Sanchez, personal communication with author, April 14, 2022. 
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Figure 1 shows a subdivision west of Hutchins Street that is built to the performance standards. 

This configuration is commonly referred to as “shared driveway” townhouses. The performance 

standards encourage this development pattern because the driveway contributes to the 60 percent 

of open space required on each lot. Older small-lot houses with the compensating open space 

required outside the I-610 Loop prior to 2013 are pictured east of Hutchins Street. One prolific 

Houston townhouse builder explained that under the compensating open space standards outside 

the Inner Loop prior to 2013, he could have built four houses on a 16,000-square-foot lot. The 

2013 reform has made it feasible to build six or seven houses on the same lot with one shared 

driveway providing access to all of them.17 

 

  

 
17 Mike Dishburger, personal communication with author, April 1, 2022. 
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Figure 1. Small-Lot Subdivisions Outside the I-610 Loop Built Before and After 2013 

 

Source: Copyright 2002 CNES/Airbus, Houston-Galveston Area Council, Maxar Technologies, 

Texas General Land Office, U.S. Geological Survey, USDA/FPAC/GEO, Google Map data 

2022. 

 

The only restriction in Houston’s subdivision requirements that distinguishes attached from 

detached townhouses is that detached townhouses must have a three-foot side setback. If 

homebuilders secure a “maintenance agreement” with the adjacent property owner and use fire-

rated building materials, they can build with smaller setbacks.18 Maintenance agreements are 

easy to secure in the case of a subdivision if the newly subdivided lots are owned by a single 

homebuilder at the time of construction. Regardless of the reforms, single-family houses, 

 
18 Margaret Wallace Brown, personal communication with author, April 14, 2022. 
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including small-lot single-family houses, are required to have two parking spots. Their front 

setback requirements range from 0 to 25 feet, depending on the type of street the house sits on. 

Houston’s height limits permit structures as tall as 75-feet adjacent to single-family houses, so 

townhouses theoretically can be as tall as six stories (though most are three stories).19  

 

Prior to the 1998 reform, small-lot construction became commonplace, permitted through a 

variance process. One study finds that small-lot construction took place primarily within low-

income neighborhoods.20 But small-lot construction also increased in middle-income 

neighborhoods within the I-610 Loop through by-right reform, providing support for Houston 

policymakers’ approach of using lot-size reform to direct development in middle- and high-

income neighborhoods to reduce pressure for more development and potential displacement of 

people living in lower-income neighborhoods.21  

 

In addition to deed restrictions that limit development in parts of Houston, property owners have 

the option to seek a special minimum lot size, which allows for a lot size larger than the city’s 

requirements if 70 percent of the existing houses in the area (60 percent in historic districts) 

comply with the special minimum lot size requirement that the residents are seeking to 

implement. This policy, which limits development only in the neighborhoods where residents 

 
19 NuNu Chang, 2018. “Planning the Houston Way, Part II: Special Minimum Lot Size,” Rice 

Design Alliance, March 21, 2018. 

20 Gray and Millsap, “Subdividing the Unzoned City.” 

21 Gray and Millsap, “Subdividing the Unzoned City.” 
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choose to adopt it, may have helped make Houston’s minimum lot size reductions politically 

feasible.22   

 

Since the 2013 reform was implemented, some neighborhoods that sit just outside the Inner 

Loop, particularly those northwest of it, have been transformed by shared driveway townhouse 

development. The townhouses shown in figure 2 replaced single-family houses, light industrial 

uses, and strip malls. Houston’s lack of use zoning has made it possible for townhouses to be 

built on land that was not previously residential; in fact, the majority of townhouses have been 

built on land that was previously commercial or light industrial.23 

 

  

 
22 Gray and Millsap, “Subdividing the Unzoned City.” 

23 Jake Wegmann, Aabiya Noman Baqai, and Josh Conrad, “Houston’s Townhouse Boom: 

Assessing America’s First De Facto Citywide Single-Family Zoning Repeal” (forthcoming). 
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Figure 2. Townhouses in Spring Branch Central 

 

Source: Copyright 2002 CNES/Airbus, Houston-Galveston Area Council, Maxar Technologies, 

Texas General Land Office, U.S. Geological Survey, USDA/FPAC/GEO, Google Map data 

2022. 

 

Figures 3 and 4 show the increase in the number of small-lot construction in Houston from 1990 

to 2019, in raw numbers and as a percent of all single-family and townhouse development inside 

and outside the I-610 Loop. Both figures show that small-lot construction began increasing 

inside the I-610 Loop prior to the 1998 reform and outside the I-610 Loop prior to the 2013 

reform. 
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Figure 3. Units on Lots Less than 5,000 Square Feet by Year Built  

 

Source: Harris Central Appraisal District, Property Data (database), last updated March 19, 

2023, https://hcad.org/pdata/pdata-property-downloads.html.  
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Figure 4. Single-Family Houses and Townhouses on Lots Less than 5,000 Square Feet as a 

Percent of All Single-Family Houses and Townhouses by Year Built 

 

Source: Harris Central Appraisal District, Property Data (database), last updated March 19, 

2023, https://hcad.org/pdata/pdata-property-downloads.html.  

 

Figure 5 provides more granularity to Houston’s residential lot sizes over time, broken down by 

the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile of single-family lot size inside and outside the I-610 Loop. In 

1998, when the minimum lot size reform was adopted within the I-610 Loop, the 25th percentile 

lot size for new residential construction reached 2,000 square feet. While lot sizes outside the I-

610 Loop were unsurprisingly larger, the 25th percentile lot size fell below 5,000 square feet 

several years before the 2013 reform increased opportunities for small-lot development. 
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Figure 5. Lot Size Percentiles by Square Feet in the City of Houston 

 

Source: Harris Central Appraisal District, Property Data (database), last updated March 19, 

2023, https://hcad.org/pdata/pdata-property-downloads.html.  

  

Houston’s shrinking lot sizes for new construction houses reflect national trends. From 2010 to 

2020, the median lot size for new construction fell from 10,500 to 8,700 square feet in the 

country as a whole.24 Both inside and outside the I-610 Loop, Houston’s lot sizes have long been 

 
24 US Census Bureau, Characteristics of New Housing (database), “Annual Data, Lot Size,” 

accessed March 24, 2023, https://www.census.gov/construction/chars/index.html.  
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well under the national norm, with the country’s new lots typically being six times larger than 

the 1,400 square foot lots allowed in Houston. 

 

HOUSING SUPPLY AND AFFORDABILITY IN HOUSTON 

Houston’s minimum lot size reductions and generally liberal land use regulations contribute to 

the city’s unusually high rate of infill construction among US cities: 

 

Housing production in the urban core of American cities has been a growing challenge 

due to restrictive land-use policies. Housing production inside Houston’s Loop 610, 

which accounts for only about 15% of the city’s total land area, surpasses the entire 

housing production of Atlanta, San Diego and San Francisco/Oakland, and almost 

exceeds that of Seattle. Redevelopment trends in Houston validate the argument that 

relaxed land-use regulations (i.e. lack of use-based zoning and reduced requirements for 

minimum lot size) can lead to the development of more housing units near major job 

centers, services and transportation choices.25 

 

Perhaps because Houston’s townhouses often take the form of detached single-family houses 

with narrow side setbacks, they have received relatively little attention in a policy climate 

 
25 John Park, Luis Guajardo, Kyle Shelton, Steve Sherman, and William Fulton, Re-Taking 

Stock: Understanding How Trends in the Housing Stock and Gentrification Are Connected in 

Houston and Harris County (Houston, TX: Rice University Kinder Institute for Urban Research, 

April 2021).  
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focused on reforming single-family zoning. Nevertheless, the Houston region has not been 

spared from recent house price spikes. Local housing market analysis points out that increased 

demand for residential space during the pandemic contributed to the city’s highest-ever median 

sales price of nearly $350,0000 in 2021.26 In turn, a growing number of households in Houston 

are struggling to purchase houses or find rental housing that fits within their budgets. Despite 

these challenges, Houston remains affordable relative to other growing regions. According to 

Zillow, the city’s median home value (lower than sales prices, which are skewed toward new 

construction) is $258,055, while the national median is $327,514.  

 

Comparing Houston to other fast-growing Sunbelt metropolitan areas again paints a favorable 

picture in terms of its relative affordability. Because the city of Houston makes up a 

disproportionately large share of its metropolitan area relative to other principal cities, I compare 

prices at the regional level. Houston has a lower median house price than all the other Sunbelt 

regions with more than two million residents, except San Antonio. In figure 6, I exclude regions 

with major geographic barriers to development, including Los Angeles, Miami, San Diego, and 

Tampa. 

 

  

 
26 John Park, Stephen Averill Sherman, Luis Guajardo, and William Fulton, The 2022 State of 

Housing in Harris County and Houston (Houston, TX: Rice University Kinder Institute for 

Urban Research, June 2022). 
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Figure 6. Median House Price Across Metropolitan Statistical Areas 

 

Source: Zillow Research, Housing Data (database), “ZHVI All Homes Time Series ($),” 

accessed March 24, 2023, https://www.zillow.com/research/data/. 

 

Adjusting for income, Houston is the most affordable of the regions with a median house price 

3.3 times its median income. Median house price divided by median income for all the regions is 

shown in figure 7.  
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Figure 7. Household Median Income as a Multiple of Median House Price of Metropolitan 

Statistical Areas 

 

 

Source: Zillow Research, Housing Data (database), “ZHVI All Homes Time Series ($),” 

accessed March 24, 2023, https://www.zillow.com/research/data/; and US Census Bureau, 

American Community Survey (database), accessed March 24, 2023, 

https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs. 

 

Of course, many factors beyond land use regulations and incomes affect housing construction 

and drive price differences across cities. One way to compare localities’ openness to construction 

is through housing supply elasticity, or the responsiveness of housing construction to price 

changes in a given area. An analysis of housing supply elasticity using rent price data shows that, 
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between 2012 and 2018, only Austin and Las Vegas had more elastic housing supplies than 

Houston among the Sunbelt cities shown in figure 7.27 The same analysis shows that Houston 

stands out for permitting new development at every level of density, from greenfield to 

developed neighborhoods.28  

 

New research indicates that Houston’s lot size reform in 1998 reduced the size of new 

construction houses, as expected.29 It also finds that a typical Houston household benefited from 

the reform by a windfall equivalent to $18,000, with lower-income households benefiting more 

than higher-income households.30 

 

CONCLUSION 

Small-lot development is only one component of Houston’s relative permissiveness toward 

housing construction. One factor that sets Houston apart from other US cities is the extent to 

which it makes land-efficient single-family construction possible within existing neighborhoods, 

particularly single-family neighborhoods, while most cities prevent any increase in density with 

 
27 Salim Furth, “Housing Supply in the 2010s” (Mercatus Working Paper, Mercatus Center at 

George Mason University, Arlington, VA, February 2019).  

28 Furth, “Housing Supply in the 2010s.” 

29 Mike Mei, “House Size and Household Size: The Distributional Effects of the Minimum Lot 

Size Regulation” (Working Paper, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, October 2022), 

http://mikemei.com/uploads/1/3/7/2/137207430/mei_mike_2022_jmp.pdf. 

30 Mei, “House Size and Household Size.” 
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zoning rules. Houston’s overall liberal rules surrounding housing development have contributed 

to its affordability compared to peer cities and the country as a whole. Small-lot reform in 

Houston shows that new townhouses provide a less expensive housing option relative to 

detached housing, opening up opportunities for more people to live in existing neighborhoods. 

Houston’s experience points all state and local policymakers seeking opportunities to legalize 

more lower-cost housing construction toward a reform that produces small infill construction at 

scale.  
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The most salient land use regulation in US suburban contexts is mini-
mum lot size. A mainstay of con temporary zoning and subdivision 
ordinances, the rules that govern minimum lot size condition new 
housing development on the lots being larger than a certain size. For 

example, if a municipality enforces a minimum lot size of 9,000 square feet for 
a detached single- family  house, it  will not routinely issue the permits necessary 
to build a  house on any lot smaller than 9,000 square feet. Particularly for large 
subdivisions where developers are breaking up one large lot into many smaller 
lots, this minimum standard may be an impor tant consideration.

Despite the ubiquity of  these rules, the question of  whether they are bind-
ing on development is understudied. Do minimum- lot- size rules actually force 
developers to build  houses on lots larger than what the market might other wise 
support? Or do they merely reflect market demand? In this paper, we report our 
finding that minimum lot sizes are binding constraints on suburban growth even 
in some of the most pro- growth suburbs in the United States.

The cities we study are characterized by cheap, abundant land and topo-
graphy approaching the “featureless plain” of economic models. Texas suburbs 
are known for their pro- growth regulatory stance. If one  were looking for places 
in high- demand American metros where minimum lot sizes did not bind, Round 
Rock, Pflugerville, Frisco, and Pearland, Texas, would be prime candidates.

In three of  these cities, we find that  there are concentrations of lots close to 
the minimum lot size of most cities’ densest single- family detached residential 
zone, that many lots are built below their designated minimum lot sizes, and that 
many lots in flexible planned unit developments (PUDs) fall below the relevant 
minimum standard. The exception is Pearland, which has zoning designations 
with minimum lot sizes of 5,000 and 6,000 square feet, the two smallest in our 
study, and does not have a large concentration of lot sizes near  those limits.

 There are in  every city, to be sure, many subdivisions where lot sizes are 
above the minimum lot size. However, even if the median or average lot is 
unbound, the total density and character of each suburb might be quite diff er ent 
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if  there  were no lot- size minimums, or if they  were set to match Pearland’s 
5,000- square- foot minimum lot size.

We conclude that even some of the most lightly regulated American sub-
urbs are a product of regulatory decisions as well as market feasibility.  These 
Texas cities should be applauded for their relatively promarket regulatory stance 
and the resulting affordability of housing, but scholars should understand  these 
cities as practicing growth accommodation within substantive constraints.

MINIMUM LOT SIZES
A minimum- lot- size regulation is a requirement that  every individual parcel 
of land in the regulated area be equal to or greater than a specified square foot-
age. Such requirements are imposed almost everywhere in Amer i ca. Even areas 
without zoning, such as Houston, have long banned the creation of small lots.1

Minimum- lot- size regulations do not generally affect legacy lots. Further-
more, exceptions to minimum- lot- size rules are often granted by a variance, 
especially when the deviation is small. In our data, we find many lots that are 
within a few square feet of the zoned minimum. Lots smaller than the mini-
mum are referred to as “noncompliant,” but they generally face no penalty or 
disadvantage.

Lot sizes are irregular even in subdivisions with rows of apparently identi-
cal  houses. In a subdivision that hews closely to the minimum lot size, one typi-
cally finds that lots fronting straight, interior streets are all close in size, while 
corner and edge lots are often substantially larger. Slight irregularities— a curve 
in the road or a drainage ditch— can easily add several  percent to the size of a 
lot. We choose 110  percent of the minimum lot size as the cutoff below which 
lots are likely to be bound by zoning. That is, if the zoned minimum lot size had 
been lower, a large proportion of  these lots prob ably would have been smaller. 
By contrast, when we observe a lot substantially larger than the zoned minimum, 
we have no reason to believe it would have been smaller if the zoned minimum 
had been lower.

WHY STUDY CONSTRAINTS IN PRO- GROWTH CITIES?
In an extensive study of large- lot zoning, Paul Boudreaux chronicles its harms. 
His subsection headings include the following:

1. Bernard Siegan, Land Use without Zoning (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1972).
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1. Large- lot zoning increases the cost of housing.

2. Large- lot zoning adversely affects  people other than the suburb’s existing 
homeowners.

3. Large- lot zoning exacerbates social segregation.

4. Large- lot zoning harms the environment by spurring sprawl.2

Scholars agree that such limits to residential density in high- demand cities 
on the East and West Coasts are driving up prices.3

In this paper, we make an argument a fortiori. Instead of investigating 
 whether a regulation defining a minimum lot area of 80,000 square feet in Sharon, 
Mas sa chu setts, is binding, we investigate a 6,500- square- foot minimum in Round 
Rock, Texas. If minimum lot sizes are binding in Round Rock (median housing 
price $278,200), they are binding in Sharon (median housing price $551,600), too.4

The four cities we consider are clearly pro- growth. Unlike zoning regimes 
in the Northeast and California, land use regulation at the urban fringe in Texas 
seems designed to accommodate, and perhaps steer, rapid development rather 
than prevent it. Unconsidered in this paper are multifamily, town house, and mul-
tiuse zoning of developable land, which Robert C. Ellickson shows are far more 
prevalent in suburban Austin than in Silicon Valley or suburban New Haven.5 Sub-
urban Texas is building more  houses for more  people than are suburban locales 
almost anywhere  else in the country.

Why might cities that welcome growth constrain it at the same time? 
They may view their work as an example of what William Fischel calls “good- 
housekeeping” zoning,  under the presumption that a planned city functions 
more smoothly than an organic one.6 They may zone to maximize net revenue. 
They may maintain regulation so that they can offer regulatory relief as a bar-
gaining chip to developers, gaining concessions or creative control via PUDs. 
Fi nally, light- touch regulation may be the development- maximizing policy in 

2. Paul Boudreaux, “Lotting Large: The Phenomenon of Minimum Lot Size Laws,” Maine Law Review 
68, no. 1 (2016): 1.
3. Raven Molloy, “The Effect of Housing Supply Regulation on Housing Affordability: A Review,” 
Regional Science and Urban Economics (forthcoming); Joseph Gyourko and Raven Molloy, 
“Regulation and Housing Supply,” in Handbook of Urban and Regional Economics, vol. 5, ed. Gilles 
Duranton, J. Vernon Henderson, and William C. Strange (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2015), 1289–1337; 
Salim Furth, “Housing Supply in the 2010s” (Mercatus Working Paper, Mercatus Center at George 
Mason University, Arlington, VA, February 2019).
4. Median housing price estimates are from Zillow . com, accessed February 25, 2019.
5. Robert C. Ellickson, “The Zoning Strait- Jacket: Evidence from the Silicon Valley, Greater New 
Haven, and Greater Austin” (working paper, Stanford Law and Economics Seminar, Stanford, CA, 
November 2018).
6. William Fischel, Zoning Rules! (Cambridge, MA: Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, 2015), xiii.
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a po liti cal equilibrium where current residents can revolt at the ballot box if 
growth is too rapid, too dense, too affordable, or too ugly for their tastes.

The scope of this paper is  limited to describing the zoning as enacted and 
evaluating  whether the minimum lot sizes set by the cities constrain the develop-
ers’ scope of action. Our contention is not that regulation is adding drastically to 
the prices of  houses in suburban Texas but rather that it is influencing, or even 
determining, the built form of the suburbs.

We cannot identify what type of housing would be built in a less regulated 
market. Nor is regulation the only public policy that influences suburban form: 
provision of roads and utilities is vital, and federal mortgage subsidies  favor single- 
family  houses (including town houses) over condominiums or rental properties.

Nor do we evaluate  whether rezoning from agricultural to residential use 
is a binding or costly constraint on development. It certainly may be: Texas cities 
have a duty to serve annexed areas by providing sewer and  water connections,7 
so if a city finds provision of  those ser vices uneco nom ical, it can avoid further 
development.8 Even if cities offer a steady flow of land zoned for growth, they 
can thereby determine the location of each successive wave of development and 
give rezoned greenfield property  owners stronger bargaining positions vis- à- vis 
potential developers by constraining supply.

THEORY AND LIT ER A TURE
The monocentric model of urban growth was built up by William Alonso, Edwin S. 
Mills, and Richard F. Muth, and is best elucidated by Gilles Duranton and Diego 
Puga.9 In the standard monocentric model, without land use regulation, builders 
combine land and capital inputs to produce housing. The cost of commuting to 
the central business district (CBD) imposes a spatial equilibrium. In equilibrium, 
“the construction industry” builds “with a lower capital to land ratio further away 
from the CBD,” resulting in “larger gardens and properties with fewer stories.”10

7. Provision of Ser vices to Annexed Area, Texas Loc. Gov’t Code Ann. § 43.056, accessed April 3, 2019.
8. Texas cities have power over nearby unincorporated land both legally and pragmatically. Legally, 
they exercise some land use authority in their extraterritorial jurisdiction. Pragmatically, the city’s 
 water and sewer mains are often the only eco nom ical option for development in dry regions.
9. William Alonso, Location and Land Use:  Toward a General Theory of Land Rent (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1964); Edwin S. Mills, “An Aggregative Model of Resource Allocation in 
a Metropolitan Area,” American Economic Review 57, no. 2 (1967): 197–210; Richard F. Muth, Cities 
and Housing: The Spatial Pattern of Urban Residential Land Use (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1969); Gilles Duranton and Diego Puga, “Urban Land Use,” in Handbook of Urban and Regional 
Economics, vol. 5, ed. Gilles Duranton, J. Vernon Henderson, and William C. Strange (Amsterdam: 
Elsevier, 2015), 467–560.
10. Duranton and Puga, “Urban Land Use,” 10.
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The model could be reframed to focus on the  house hold’s tradeoff between 
consumption of land and consumption of housing. Where land is cheap— furthest 
from the CBD—we expect  house holds to consume relatively more land.

The four suburbs considered  here are all at the urban fringe of their metro 
areas. They include extensive unimproved land, and most of their growth has 
occurred in the past few de cades. Theory predicts that, relative to interior places 
in their metros developed at the same time, suburbs  will have less dense develop-
ment. Thus, a given minimum lot size  will be less likely to bind.

Peter F. Colwell and Tim Scheu warn that depth regulations implicit in 
subdivision rules about the minimum distance between streets may dominate 
minimum- lot- size rules.11 Similarly, James R. White calculates an implicit mini-
mum  legal lot size for each lot in his data, since subdivisions typically divide land 
equally among  house lots rather than leaving an unplatted remainder.12 In our 
data,  these complications appear to be less impor tant: Texas subdivisions tend to 
be quite large (so the remainders are small), and the municipalities surveyed  either 
do not set minimum block depths or enforce a minimum depth of only 200 feet.

Several previous papers have attempted to mea sure  whether or how tightly 
minimum lot sizes bind in diff er ent contexts. One should not forget that any such 
study, including our own, has  limited external validity across time or space.

White notes that some previous papers inaccurately characterized 
minimum- lot- size regulations as nonbinding  because the regulations could be 
overcome through variances.13 Such constraints may be fairly cheap to overcome, 
but they are nonetheless binding.

White and  others have used land prices to mea sure the degree of constraint 
posed by minimum lot sizes, accounting at the same time for the fact that subdi-
vision costs rise as lot size falls. White analyzes transactions of 226 vacant lots 
in Ramapo, New York, from 1977 to 1980 and finds that the price per acre of 
a quarter- acre lot is 73  percent higher than the price per acre of a one- acre lot.14

Hans Isakson examines 359 sales of vacant land in Black Hawk County, 
Iowa, from 1980 to 2000 and finds that a 35- acre rural minimum lot size was 
binding but a 9,000- square- foot minimum lot size in the county’s urban areas 
was nonbinding.15

11. Peter F. Colwell and Tim Scheu, “Optimal Lot Size and Configuration,” Journal of Urban 
Economics 26, no. 1 (1989): 90–109.
12. James R. White, “Large Lot Zoning and Subdivision Costs: A Test,” Journal of Urban Economics 23, 
no. 3 (1988): 370–84.
13. White, “Large Lot Zoning and Subdivision Costs.”
14. White, “Large Lot Zoning and Subdivision Costs.”
15. Hans Isakson, “Analy sis of the Effects of Large Lot Zoning,” Journal of Real Estate Research 26, 
no. 4 (2004): 397–416.
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The pre sent paper is most similar to that of Elizabeth Kopits,  Virginia 
McConnell, and Daniel Miles, which compares average lot sizes to minimum lot 
sizes in suburban Mary land counties from 1970 to 2005.16 The authors find that 
average lot size is larger than the minimum in most cases. This does not, however, 
imply that the minimum rarely binds: if some lots are bound and built exactly at 
the minimum and  others are unbound and built above the minimum, the average 
 will be above the minimum.

For a better method, we look to analogous investigations on the bind-
ing effect of minimum parking requirements. Analyses by Donald Shoup and 
by Simon McDonnell, Josiah Madar, and Vicki Been interpret the clustering of 
observed parking provision in developments at the minimum  legal level as 
evidence that parking minimums bind.17 For example, if a municipality requires 
one parking space per 400 square feet of commercial floor area, and a large share 
of new developments  either barely meets this standard or pursues variances to be 
exempted from the standard, this may be interpreted as evidence that the mini-
mum parking requirement is binding, thereby forcing more parking construction 
than might other wise occur. As discussed below, we employed a similar method 
in finding evidence for the binding effect of minimum lot size.

A few papers have treated minimum lot sizes as po liti cal choices in systems 
of competing suburbs. Paul D. Gottlieb and his coauthors use 1995–1996 zoning 
in 83 New Jersey suburbs as a growth determinant and find that land zoned for 
small lots is undersupplied and land zoned for large lots is oversupplied.18 Jeffrey 
Zabel and Maurice Dalton investigate  whether Mas sa chu setts towns with rarer 
combinations of educational quality and job accessibility had greater mono poly 
power that they could exercise through zoning.19 Using single- family  house trans-
actions from 1986 to 2007, the authors find that increasing minimum lot sizes 
on developable land in a town from 0.2 acres to 1.0 acres increases the prices of 
the town’s existing  houses by about 10  percent, with the effect phasing in over 
a de cade or more.

16. Elizabeth Kopits,  Virginia McConnell, and Daniel Miles, “Lot Size, Zoning, and House hold 
Preferences: Impediments to Smart Growth?” (Discussion Paper 09-15, Resources for the  Future, 
Washington, DC, April 2009).
17. Donald Shoup, Parking and the City (New York: Routledge, 2018); Simon McDonnell, Josiah 
Madar, and Vicki Been, “Minimum Parking Requirements and Housing Affordability in New York 
City,” Housing Policy Debate 21, no. 1 (2011): 45–68.
18. Paul D. Gottlieb, Anthony O’Donnell, Thomas Rudel, Karen O’Neill, and Melanie McDermott, 
“Determinants of Local Housing Growth in a Multi- Jurisdictional Region, along with a Test for 
Nonmarket Zoning,” Journal of Housing Economics 21, no. 4 (2012): 296–309.
19. Jeffrey Zabel and Maurice Dalton, “The Impact of Minimum Lot Size Regulations on House Prices 
in Eastern Mas sa chu setts,” Regional Science and Urban Economics 41, no. 6 (2011): 571–83.
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To our knowledge, ours is one of a very few papers to specifically con-
sider land use regulation in suburban Texas. Janet Furman Speyrer finds a 7 to 
9  percent premium for  houses protected by zoning or deed covenants in the 
Houston area.20 Ellickson’s description of land use institutions in the Austin sub-
urbs is indispensable.21 Many other works, such as that by Connor Harris, focus 
on the central cities of Texas.22

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
To study the question of  whether minimum lot sizes are generally binding on 
single- family detached- housing development in Texas, we analyzed single- family 
lots in suburban cities. Municipalities  were selected on the basis of four criteria:

1. Sample municipalities must be suburbs with between 50,000 and 200,000 
residents.

2. Sample municipalities must still have greenfields remaining available for 
development as of 2018.

3. Sample municipalities must have at least one conventional single- family 
detached- housing zone with applicable minimum- lot- size rules.

4. Sample municipalities must provide a standard lot shapefile, that is, a digi-
tal map file that identifies lots that host single- family detached  houses. 
Sample municipalities must also provide a zoning shapefile, that is, a digital 
zoning map that identifies minimum lot sizes for each lot. Municipalities with 
associated year- built data for all lots and associated subdivision shapefiles 
 were preferred.

Data needs proved to be a major limitation on this study; only Frisco and 
Pflugerville fully met all four conditions. To ameliorate the prob lem of  limited 
year- built data in par tic u lar, we further considered municipalities that had expe-
rienced rapid population increases in the past three de cades, giving us confidence 
that most lots  were created  under the current regulatory regime. Thus we added 
Round Rock and Pearland, which lack year- built data but have experienced sub-
stantial recent development. In  those cities, we manually removed lots that we 
could identify as predating the implementation of subdivision regulations.

20. Janet Furman Speyrer, “The Effect of Land- Use Restrictions on Market Values of Single- Family 
Homes in Houston,” Journal of Real Estate Finance and Economics 2, no. 2 (1989): 117–30.
21. Ellickson, “The Zoning Strait- Jacket.”
22. Connor Harris, Lone Star Slowdown? How Land- Use Regulation Threatens the  Future of Texas 
(New York: Manhattan Institute, December 2018).
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Based on  these criteria, we identified four municipalities for study: Round 
Rock, Pflugerville, Frisco, and Pearland. Demographic and price data indicate 
that  these four cities are quite similar.23

With shapefiles in hand, we extracted all detached single- family residential 
lots in conventional single- family zoning districts for analy sis. We thus excluded 
town houses, duplexes, and multifamily developments, and we separately con-
sidered lots in PUDs. The narrow scope is among this paper’s limitations. Town-
houses and apartments may be substitutes for small- lot single- family  houses and 
may interact with the detached single- family market.

The very existence of PUDs implies that some regulatory relief was sought 
and gained: rather than building by right, the developer has chosen to negotiate 
with city officials to arrive at a customized set of use, bulk, and density regula-
tions. Governments often offer this pro cess to provide regulatory flexibility— for 
example, permitting lot sizes below the standard minimum—in exchange for 
other public benefits— for example, more open space.24 However, we cannot con-
sistently ascertain  whether minimum lot size was one of the regulations from 
which relief was sought, so we did not include PUD lots in our primary analy sis.

To evaluate which single- family residential lots are bound by their zoning, 
we developed a standard metric: lot size ratio (LSR), the ratio of  actual lot size to 
zoned minimum lot size. Using geographic information system (GIS) tools, we 
calculated an actual- lot- area value for each lot and assigned a minimum- lot- size 
value based on the relevant zoning district.  These metrics allow us to under-
stand how  actual lot sizes systematically relate to zoned minimum lot sizes. Our 
approach is less informative than  those of White and Isakson, as we cannot eval-
uate the cost of a binding constraint to a landowner, but it has the advantage that 
it can be implemented without sales data.25

23. Non- Hispanic whites make up between 44 and 63  percent of the cities’ populations. Se nior 
citizens make up between 7 and 10  percent. All four cities grew rapidly from 2000 to 2017. Round 
Rock had the largest population in 2000 and grew “only” 102  percent through 2017. As a comparison, 
Frisco grew 426  percent. Frisco is more affluent than the other three cities, with a median  house hold 
income of $117,642 (2012–2016 ACS estimate); the other cities’ median  house hold incomes  were 
between $74,000 and $97,000 (American Community Survey and Decennial Census data, accessed 
February 22, 2019, via American FactFinder). Frisco stands out even more in housing prices: Zillow’s 
single- family housing value index for Frisco was $394,400 in October 2018 (www . zillow . com 
/ data). The indices for the other three cities  were closely clustered between $245,000 and $276,000. 
Historical price trends show that all four cities have had modest price movements for the past few 
de cades. The comparability of the four cities is helpful but not essential to the interpretation of  
our results.
24. Daniel Mandelker, “Planned Unit Developments and Master Planned Communities,” in Zoning 
Practice (Chicago: American Planning Association, June 2007).
25. White, “Large Lot Zoning and Subdivision Costs”; Isakson, “Analy sis of the Effects of Large  
Lot Zoning.”
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As an example, consider a 10,000- square- foot lot located in a zone with a 
minimum lot size of 15,000 square feet in a hy po thet i cal city. The lot’s LSR is 0.67. 
An identical lot located in a zone with an 8,000- square- foot minimum would 
have an LSR of 1.25. Let us imagine that this city’s densest residential district 
has a minimum lot size of 5,000 square feet; we refer to this as the city’s absolute 
minimum lot size.

We use the LSR to divide lots into four categories, based on the likelihood 
that the zoned minimum lot size is binding:

1. An LSR below 1.0 indicates that the  actual lot size is noncompliant, that 
is, less than the zoned minimum lot size. This means  either that the lot 
was platted before the current minimum lot size was imposed or that the 
developer was able to find some ave nue of regulatory relief to satisfy mar-
ket demand for smaller lots. In the latter case, the regulation is binding 
although the constraint was overcome.

2. We interpret an LSR between 1.0 and 1.1 as an indication that the zoned 
minimum lot size is most likely binding. Regulatory relief may or may not 
have been sought, but it was not granted.

3. We interpret an LSR between 1.1 and 1.2 as an intermediate case and a 
natu ral comparison to the 1.0–1.1 range. Some lots in a development bound 
by minimum lot size may well have an LSR above 1.1, but we expect that in 
districts where the minimum lot size binds frequently,  there  will be fewer 
lots in this range than in the 1.0–1.1 range.

4. We interpret an LSR above 1.2 as nonbinding. In  these cases, developers 
are platting lots substantially larger than required.

In the subsequent sections, we pre sent our findings and interpretations for 
each municipality studied. The first two municipalities, Round Rock and Pfluger-
ville, have relatively  simple single- family zoning; the latter two, Frisco and Pear-
land, offer a more complex menu of zoning options and thus more interpretive 
challenges.

ROUND ROCK
Round Rock is a large northern suburb of Austin and has boomed from virtual 
nonexistence in 1970 (population 2,811) into a still- growing city of 123,678 in 
2017.26 While Round Rock’s public data lack a year- built attribute, the city’s recent 

26. Decennial Census and American Community Survey data, accessed via American FactFinder, 
February 22, 2019.
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growth makes it easy to isolate and remove the few lots that existed before sub-
division and zoning regulation.

Approximately 34  percent of the zoned area of Round Rock, including 
PUDs, is subject to conventional single- family detached residential zoning. As 
of 2018, Round Rock has mapped two conventional single- family detached resi-
dential zones, one with a minimum lot size of 10,000 square feet (SF-1), the other 
with a minimum lot size of 6,500 square feet (SF-2).27 The overwhelming majority 
(94  percent) of the area zoned for single- family detached residential develop-
ment is zoned SF-2, as shown in figure 1.

The city has made extensive use of PUDs, especially since 2006.  Today, 
26  percent of all single- family detached-house lots in Round Rock are in a PUD. 
On average, PUD lots are 500 square feet smaller than  those in conventional 
SF-2 and SF-1 zones. The increasing use of this regulatory relief mechanism is 
evidence that the conventional rules are binding.

A preliminary lot- size distribution histogram of conventionally zoned lots 
(figure 2) reveals that 14  percent are noncompliant and thus unambiguously 
bound. The distribution of lot sizes peaks between 6,500 and 6,750 square feet, 
just above the minimum lot size of 6,500 square feet.  Whether this reflects a 

27. An earlier version of this paper incorrectly identified the minimum lot size in R-2 as 7,500 square 
feet. The authors thank Robert Ellickson for the correction.

FIGURE 1. DETACHED SINGLE- FAMILY ZONE SHARE, ROUND ROCK, TEXAS

SF-1
(10,000)

SF-2
(6,500)

Source: City of Round Rock, Texas, Downloadable GIS Data Warehouse, Zoning Districts (data file), available at  
“Geographic Information Systems (GIS),” accessed March 3, 2019, https://www.roundrocktexas.gov/departments/gis/.

https://www.roundrocktexas.gov/departments/gis/
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concentration of demand or is itself a function of variance negotiations, we can-
not say. A further 31  percent of lots fall within 20  percent of the zoned absolute 
minimum lot size, providing further evidence of constraint.

FIGURE 2. ROUND ROCK, TEXAS, LOT- SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND MINIMUM LOT SIZES
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Source: City of Round Rock, Texas, Downloadable GIS Data Warehouse, Parcels (data file), available at “Geographic 
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FIGURE 3. ROUND ROCK, TEXAS, LOT SIZE RATIO DISTRIBUTION
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available at “Geographic Information Systems (GIS),” accessed March 3, 2019, https://www.roundrocktexas.gov 
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Figure 3 shows that Round Rock’s LSR clusters between 1.0 and 1.1. The 
noncompliant lots are tightly clustered near LSR 1.0. Lots above LSR 1.2 are 
much less clustered, although their frequency declines steadily.

The evidence in Round Rock is consistent with market demand for lots 
smaller than the absolute minimum lot size of 6,500 square feet. It also indicates 
that Round Rock is often willing to bend its minimum- lot- size rules through 
variances, PUDs, and special provisions for shifting open space. One cannot, 
however, conclude that the market is getting the distribution of small lot sizes 
that are demanded.

PFLUGERVILLE
Pflugerville, Texas, is a suburb of Austin and borders Round Rock. It is si mul-
ta neously the oldest and youn gest of the cities discussed in this paper. Initially 
settled by Henry Pfluger Sr. in 1849, Pflugerville would remain a small farming 
hamlet  until incorporation in 1970. Pflugerville remained small in 2000, with 
just 16,335 residents, before exploding to an estimated 63,359 in 2017. Outside of 
a small gridded street network that extends west and south from the junction of 

FIGURE 4. PFLUGERVILLE, TEXAS, LOT- SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND MINIMUM LOT SIZE
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Source: City of Pflugerville, TX, Subdivisions (data file), available at “GIS Data,” accessed March 3, 2019, https://www 
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Pecan Street and Railroad Ave nue, Pflugerville’s housing stock is overwhelm-
ingly characterized by single- family detached  houses along winding roads and 
stubby cul- de- sacs.

This analy sis considers only lots platted since 1993, when Pflugerville first 
 adopted a home rule charter. Approximately 29  percent of the zoned area of 
Pflugerville is zoned exclusively for single- family detached residential housing. 
While the city has multiple zones prefixed SF, only one zone was considered in 
this analy sis: SF- S, with a minimum lot size of 9,000 square feet. Other zones were 
excluded from this analy sis for one of two reasons: SF- E (minimum lot size of 0.5 
acres) had not been mapped at time of publication, while SF- R and SF- MU allow 
attached as well as detached  houses and have not, in any case, been widely mapped.

A preliminary lot- size distribution analy sis of Pflugerville provides stark 
evidence that its minimum lot size is binding (figure 4). As in Round Rock, many 
lots are noncompliant, falling below 9,000 square feet. The clustering of lots 
at the minimum is even more severe: 32  percent of all lots fall between 9,000 
and 10,000 square feet. Only 19  percent of all lots can be reliably classified as 
unbound, with an observed lot size above 10,750 square feet. While the frequency 
of larger lot sizes gradually falls, a stark drop- off occurs below 4,500 square feet.

Since Pflugerville has only one zoned minimum in our analy sis, the LSR 
histogram (figure 5) is redundant to the lot- size histogram, but it is included 
to facilitate comparisons among the cities. One surprising phenomenon is that 
Pflugerville has many lots that are as  little as half the minimum size. More than 
1,500 lots sport an LSR of less than 0.8. We are  limited by the data in concluding 

FIGURE 5. PFLUGERVILLE, TEXAS, LOT SIZE RATIO DISTRIBUTION
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Source: City of Pflugerville, TX, Subdivisions and Zoning (data files), available at “GIS Data,” accessed March 3, 2019, 
https://www.pflugervilletx.gov/city-government/development-services-center/planning-department/gis-services 
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https://www.pflugervilletx.gov/city-government/development-services-center/planning-department/gis-services/gis-data
https://www.pflugervilletx.gov/city-government/development-services-center/planning-department/gis-services/gis-data
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 whether this was a result of flexible site plan review, variance applications, or 
something  else altogether.

Like Round Rock, Pflugerville has embraced PUDs. One in five detached 
single- family lots is now situated within a PUD. The city may use PUDs as another 
workaround for the binding zoned minimum lot size; the average size of a PUD 
lot is 8,071 square feet, almost 1,000 square feet less than the average among 
conventionally zoned lots. As with Round Rock, this should be interpreted as 
evidence that the minimum lot size enforced by SF- S binds frequently, thereby 
providing developers with strong incentives to negotiate for a lower minimum 
lot size through the PUD pro cess.

Pflugerville has the highest absolute minimum lot size of the four cities we 
examined. And although 9,000 square feet is not a large lot by national standards, 
it clearly binds in Pflugerville. At the same time, a fifth of lots in Pflugerville are 
platted in excess of LSR 1.2, evidence that diverse lot sizes are demanded and sup-
plied in the unconstrained segment of the market. The sharp drop- off in observed 
lot sizes below 4,750 square feet provides a glimpse at the unofficial constraints 
that developers encounter within the variance and discretionary review pro cess.

FRISCO
Frisco, Texas, is a northern suburb in the Dallas– Fort Worth metroplex. Its pop-
ulation grew from 736 in 1950 to 33,714 in 2000, to 116,989 in 2010, and to an 
estimated 177,286 in 2017. Frisco is the most affluent of our four cities. It is also 
the closest to being built out with an initial round of urbanization and  will soon 
encounter the barriers to densification laid out by Harris.28

Approximately 42  percent of the zoned area of Frisco is zoned exclusively 
for single- family detached residential. As of 2018, Frisco has mapped five such 
zones. The minimum- square- foot lot sizes for  these zones are 7,000 (SF-7), 8,500 
(SF-8.5), 10,000 (SF-10), 12,500 (SF-12.5), 16,000 (SF-16), and 43,560 square feet 
(RE). The zones are scattered without any obvious pattern, so it seems likely 
that zoning designations represent the results of negotiations between planners 
and developers. Half of the area zoned for detached single- family residential is 
zoned SF-7 (53  percent), the zone with the lowest minimum lot size (figure 6). 
While Frisco makes extensive use of PUD overlays,  these overlays do not pre-
empt minimum- lot- size rules, which are set by the base zoning.29

28. Harris, Lone Star Slowdown?
29. City of Frisco Zoning Ordinance 6.14.01(D)(2)(a). See https:// www . friscotexas . gov/  Document 
Center / View / 1487 / Zoning - Ordinance - with - Summary - of - Amendments - PDF ? bidId=, pages 255–56.

https://www.friscotexas.gov/DocumentCenter/View/1487/Zoning-Ordinance-with-Summary-of-Amendments-PDF?bidId=
https://www.friscotexas.gov/DocumentCenter/View/1487/Zoning-Ordinance-with-Summary-of-Amendments-PDF?bidId=
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Unlike many other cities, Frisco identifies parcels as parts of broader sub-
divisions in published data. To mitigate the risk of incorporating preregulation 
parcels into this analy sis, we removed any parcel not identified as part of a formal 
subdivision.

A preliminary lot distribution analy sis of Frisco finds local peaks in lot size 
between 7,000 and 7,750 square feet and between 8,500 and 8,750 square feet 
(figure 7). Notably, this clustering occurs just above Frisco’s two lowest zoned 
minimum lot sizes, 7,000 and 8,500 square feet. No such clustering exists around 
higher minimum lot sizes, including 10,000, 12,500, and 16,000 square feet. As in 
Pflugerville,  there is a sharp drop- off in lot frequency below an apparent unof-
ficial minimum lot size of 6,000 feet, in contrast to the gradual decline in fre-
quency of large lots.

LSR analy sis reveals two trends: First, only 14  percent of lots exhibit an 
LSR below 1.0, indicating noncompliant status, substantially less than in  either 
Round Rock or Pflugerville (figure 8). Second, 32  percent of lots have an LSR 
between 1.0 and 1.1, and 21  percent between 1.1 and 1.2.

 Table 1 shows that diff er ent zones follow very diff er ent patterns. SF-7 and 
SF-8.5 have substantial shares of noncompliant lots and declining concentra-
tions of lots above the minimum. SF-16 is nonbinding in most cases. The case of 
SF-10 is unique: its lots are concentrated between 10 and 20  percent above the 

FIGURE 6. DETACHED SINGLE- FAMILY ZONE SHARE, FRISCO, TEXAS
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Source: City of Frisco, TX, Zoning (data file), available at “GIS Data Download,” accessed March 3, 2019, https://www 
.friscotexas.gov/176/GIS-Data-Download.

https://www.friscotexas.gov/176/GIS-Data-Download
https://www.friscotexas.gov/176/GIS-Data-Download
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FIGURE 7. FRISCO, TEXAS, LOT- SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND MINIMUM LOT SIZES
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Source: City of Frisco, TX, Parcels (data file), available at “GIS Data Download,” accessed March 3, 2019, https://www 
.friscotexas.gov/176/GIS-Data-Download.

FIGURE 8. FRISCO, TEXAS, LOT SIZE RATIO DISTRIBUTION
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Source: City of Frisco, TX, Parcels and Zoning (data files), available at “GIS Data Download,” accessed March 3, 2019, 
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minimum, almost large enough to comply with SF-12.5. Meanwhile, the vast 
majority of SF-12.5 lots are noncompliant.  There are few large lots, however: 
SF-12.5, SF-16, and RE collectively cover no more than 6  percent of Frisco’s lots.

Frisco’s zoning patterns offer competing interpretations. One view might 
be that the city seems to have a menu of zoning options from which developers 
can pick freely, so lots that are larger than 7,000 square feet should be considered 
unbound by zoning. In that view, since only 10  percent of Frisco lots are 7,700 
square feet or smaller, only  those should be considered tightly bound.

We prefer a less sanguine interpretation. Just as PUDs and noncompliant 
lots are heavi ly used in other jurisdictions to bend the rules while maintain-
ing regulatory control, gradations of zoning can be offered to diff er ent tracts 
to achieve the regulators’ goals or as part of negotiations with developers. The 
noncompliance of most SF-12.5 and RE lots certainly suggests that developers 
and regulators are engaging in negotiations much more complex than merely 
picking the minimum lot size that best fits the developers’ preconceived plans.

PEARLAND
Pearland, Texas, is a suburb of Houston situated more than 14 miles from the 
latter’s downtown. The city did not incorporate  until 1960. Like the other three 
cities, Pearland emerged in the age of the personal automobile, with virtually all 
the residential development taking the form of single- family detached  houses. 
From 2000 to 2017, Pearland’s population tripled to an estimated 119,940.

Pearland enforces a conventional set of residential districts on approxi-
mately 46  percent of the zoned area of the municipality, with varying minimum 
lot sizes. The vari ous zones require minimum lot sizes of 5,000 (R-4), 6,000 (R-3), 
7,000 (R-2), 8,800 (R-1), 12,000 (SR-12), 15,000 (SR-15), and 21,780 (RE) square 

 TABLE 1. FRISCO, TEXAS, ZONING DISTRICT LOT SIZE RATIOS

Noncompliant
Within 10% of 

minimum
10% to 20% 

above minimum Unbound

SF-7 16.4% 28.9% 21.9% 32.8%

SF-8.5 9.6% 42.2% 19.6% 28.6%

SF-10 6.4% 19.6% 30.3% 43.7%

SF-12.5 83.7% 6.1% 0.0% 10.2%

SF-16 12.1% 5.2% 0.0% 82.8%

RE 50.0% 4.2% 0.0% 45.8%

Source: City of Frisco, TX, Parcels and Zoning (data files), available at “GIS Data 
Download,” accessed March 3, 2019, https://www.friscotexas.gov/176/GIS -Data 
-Download.

https://www.friscotexas.gov/176/GIS-Data-Download
https://www.friscotexas.gov/176/GIS-Data-Download
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feet. One- third of the area zoned for detached single- family housing is zoned R-1 
(32  percent), followed by R-2 (23  percent) and R-3 (14  percent) (figure 9). The R-4, 
SR-12, SR-15, and RE districts each constitute 10  percent or less of this area. This 
means that in Pearland, as in Round Rock or Pflugerville but not Frisco, develop-
ers most likely have some latitude in negotiating for minimum lot sizes.

As in Frisco and Round Rock, minimum lot size is the most significant dif-
ference among Pearland’s low- density residential zones. The importance of this 
difference is made clear by the fact that the minimum lot size is occasionally 
included in the zone’s label as a numerical suffix. In materials highlighting the key 
differences between the vari ous zones, the only standard that Pearland’s devel-
opment handbook explic itly mentions is the minimum lot sizes of each zone.30

In defiance of common thinking about designed urban form,  these districts do 
not decrease in density as they extend out from the traditional downtown or from 
the border with Houston; rather, they seem to have been mapped on an ad hoc basis, 
producing a patchwork effect. Like other cities, Pearland has made increasing use of 
PUDs in recent years, though  these lots have been excluded from the LSR analy sis.

Figure 10 shows that Pearland’s single- family lots are clustered between 
6,000 and 9,000 square feet, with a par tic u lar concentration at 7,000 square 

30. City of Pearland, Development Handbook, August 2015, www . pearlandtx . gov / home 
/ showdocument ? id=8573.

FIGURE 9. DETACHED SINGLE- FAMILY ZONE SHARE, PEARLAND, TEXAS
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Source: City of Pearland, TX, Zoning, Plats, PUD, SUP, CUP, Ordinances (data file), available at “GIS Data - (ESRI  
Feature Datasets),” accessed March 3, 2019, http://gis.pearlandtx.gov/web/gis-data.htm.

https://gis.pearlandtx.gov/web/gis-data.htm
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feet, coinciding with the R-2 zoned minimum. The zoned minimum lot sizes are 
spread across the lot- size distribution.  Here, unlike the distributions of other 
municipalities surveyed in this paper,  there is no obvious clustering at any of 
the low zoned minimum lot sizes, such as R-3 (6,000 square feet) or R-4 (5,000 
square feet). Furthermore, unlike any of the other municipalities surveyed, Pear-
land has a significant number of lots far larger than 25,000 square feet, most of 
which could be further subdivided into smaller lots.

The LSR analy sis is presented in figure 11. As in Frisco, noncompliant lots 
are uncommon. Only 9.7  percent of all lots are noncompliant, the lowest per-
centage in our study. And unlike any of the other cities,  there is  little evidence 
that lots are platted at the  legal minimum. Only 16  percent of lots fall within 
10  percent (or LSR 1.1) of their zoned minimum lot size, while 17  percent fall 
between LSR 1.1 and 1.2, and almost as many between LSR 1.2 and 1.3. This pat-
tern is not consistent with binding minimum- lot- size constraints.

 Table 2 shows the LSR for each zone. Pearland’s smallest zoned minimum 
lot size, R-4, shows no evidence of having a binding effect, with 90  percent of 
lots falling more than 20  percent above the 5,000- square- foot minimum. In 
fact, despite explic itly permitting 5,000- square- foot lots, Pearland has far fewer 
of them than Round Rock or Pflugerville. The only evidence that Pearland’s 

FIGURE 10. PEARLAND, TEXAS, LOT- SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND MINIMUM LOT SIZES
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Sources: Brazoria County Appraisal District, Parcels (data file), available at “Public GIS and Property Data Downloads,” 
accessed March 3, 2019, http://www.brazoriacad.org/gis-downloads.html; and City of Pearland, TX, Zoning, Plats, 
PUD, SUP, CUP, Ordinances (data file), available at “GIS Data - (ESRI Feature Datasets),” accessed March 3, 2019, http://
gis.pearlandtx.gov/web/gis-data.htm.

https://gis.pearlandtx.gov/web/gis-data.htm
https://gis.pearlandtx.gov/web/gis-data.htm
http://www.brazoriacad.org/gis-downloads.html
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zoned minimum lot sizes occasionally have a binding effect is that some lots are 
noncompliant.

Why might zoned minimum- lot- size rules in Pearland be less binding 
than  those in other cities surveyed? First, Pearland offers single- family detached 
residential districts with low minimum lot sizes of 5,000 and 6,000 square feet. 
The availability of small lots in  these R-4 and R-3 zones can thus accommodate 
some of the demand for smaller lot sizes, taking pressure off developers in other 
zones. Second, the neighboring City of Houston has minimum lot sizes even 
smaller than Pearland’s and may satisfy regional demand for small lots. Fi nally, 
we have no reason to presume that demand would be the same in all four cities.

FIGURE 11. PEARLAND, TEXAS, LOT SIZE RATIO DISTRIBUTION
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Sources: Brazoria County Appraisal District, Parcels (data file), available at “Public GIS and Property Data Downloads,” 
accessed March 3, 2019, http://www.brazoriacad.org/gis-downloads.html; and City of Pearland, TX, Zoning, Plats, 
PUD, SUP, CUP, Ordinances (data file), available at “GIS Data - (ESRI Feature Datasets),” accessed March 3, 2019, http://
gis.pearlandtx.gov/web/gis-data.htm.

 TABLE 2. PEARLAND, TEXAS, ZONING DISTRICT LOT SIZE RATIOS

Noncompliant
Within 10% of 

minimum
10% to 20% 

above minimum Unbound

R-4 2.3% 2.3% 5.7% 89.8%

R-3 6.2% 23.3% 23.3% 47.2%

R-2 13.3% 17.7% 17.6% 51.5%

R-1 14.1% 8.0% 12.1% 65.9%

SF-12 9.8% 4.5% 2.4% 83.4%

SF-15 1.5% 8.1% 0.6% 89.9%

RE 16.3% 2.6% 1.3% 79.7%

Sources: Brazoria County Appraisal District, Parcels (data file), available at “Public GIS 
and Property Data Downloads,” accessed March 3, 2019, http://www.brazoriacad 
.org/gis-downloads.html; and City of Pearland, TX, Zoning, Plats, PUD, SUP, CUP, 
Ordinances (data file), available at “GIS Data - (ESRI Feature Datasets),” accessed 
March 3, 2019, http://gis.pearlandtx.gov/web/gis-data.htm.

https://gis.pearlandtx.gov/web/gis-data.htm
https://gis.pearlandtx.gov/web/gis-data.htm
https://gis.pearlandtx.gov/web/gis-data.htm
http://www.brazoriacad.org/gis-downloads.html
http://www.brazoriacad.org/gis-downloads.html
http://www.brazoriacad.org/gis-downloads.html
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CONCLUSION
The four Texas cities surveyed in this paper display three distinct approaches 
to minimum- lot- size regulation. The most restrictive may be Frisco. Frisco uses 
several zoning districts to accommodate single- family development and is relatively 
stingy in allowing noncompliance. Even PUD overlays in Frisco do not exempt sub-
divisions from abiding by minimum- lot- size rules. Although on its face Frisco’s 
code is less strict than Pflugerville’s or Round Rock’s, it is in practice more rigid.

Round Rock and Pflugerville take a diff er ent approach. They use one prin-
cipal single- family zone each, but about 40  percent of conventionally zoned lots 
in each city are noncompliant. In addition to allowing flexibility within the single 
zoning designation, PUD zoning may act as a regulatory relief mechanism. In 
Round Rock and Pflugerville, the average sizes within PUD zones are 500 and 
1,000 square feet below the absolute minimum lot size, respectively.

In Pearland, where minimum- lot- size rules appear to bind least often, the 
average lot size within PUD zones is 3,500 square feet above the absolute mini-
mum lot size. In both Pearland and Frisco, it seems that the design flexibility 
granted by PUD review is largely focused on public ser vice provision and design 
ele ments other than lot size. This partly reflects the aspirations for the PUD as a 
regulatory tool in allowing for greater design flexibility to accommodate unique 
and desirable development patterns. But we advise caution in using PUDs as a 
kludge to get around a strict zoning rule. PUDs require a long pro cess of review 
as well as substantial costs related to regulatory compliance and uncertainty.31  
A more sustainable response to this binding effect is to simply reduce as- of- right 
zoned minimum lot sizes.

All four cities showed some evidence of a “true” minimum lot size, 
below which regulators or developers  will rarely bend. This was most appar-
ent in Pflugerville at 4,750 square feet and Frisco at 6,000 square feet. It can be 
observed, though less starkly, in Round Rock at 5,000 square feet and, surpris-
ingly, in Pearland at 5,500 square feet.

Although we have focused on identifying constrained lots in this analy sis, we 
also learn from the unconstrained lots. The broad distribution of unconstrained 
lot sizes suggests that even in a homogeneous suburban context,  there is demand 
for a wide range of lot sizes. In no city did we note a tight concentration of lot 
sizes that was unrelated to a regulatory constraint. Uniformity of lot size occurs 
only where minimum- lot- size regulations bind.

31. Alexandra Croft Moravec, “An Analy sis of Planned Unit Development (PUD) Regulations and Pro-
cesses in Washington, DC: A Development Risk Management Case Study” (master’s thesis, University 
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, 2009).
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Resources for Reformers:  

Houston's minimum lot sizes 

Salim Furth 

Mercatus Center at George Mason University 

Note: This was originally published at Market Urbanism. 

A concerted research effort has brought minimum lot sizes into focus as a key element in city 

zoning reform. Boise is looking at significant reforms. Auburn, Maine, and Helena, Montana, did 

away with minimums in some zones. And even state legislatures are putting a toe in the water: 

Bills enabling smaller lots have been introduced this session in Arizona, Massachusetts, 

Montana, New York, Texas, Vermont, and Washington. The bipartisan appeal of minimum lot 

size reform is reflected in Washington HB 1245, a lot-split bill carried by Rep. Andy Barkis (R-

Chehalis). It passed the Democratic-dominated House of Representatives by a vote of 94-2 and 

has moved on to the Senate.  

City officials and legislators are, reasonably, going to have questions about the likely effects of 

minimum lot size reductions. Fortunately, one major American city has offered a laboratory for 

the political, economic, and planning questions that have to be answered to unlock the promise of 

minimum lot size reforms. 

Problem, we have a Houston 

Houston's reduced minimum lot sizes from 5,000 to 1,400 square feet in 1998 (for the city's central 

area) and 2013 (for outer areas). This reform is one of the most notable of our times - and thus has 

been studied in depth. 

To bring all the existing scholarship into one place, I've compiled this annotated bibliography 

covering the academic papers and some less-formal but informative articles that have studied 

Houston's lot size reform.  

 
  

https://marketurbanism.com/2023/03/14/resources-for-reformers-houstons-minimum-lot-sizes/
https://www.idahopress.com/news/local/boise-might-finally-rewrite-its-zoning-code-supporters-and-opponents-are-fired-up/article_53e517d8-b6ef-11ed-8510-4fd0fa1b7878.html
https://better-cities.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/BCP-Auburn-case-study.pdf
https://codelibrary.amlegal.com/codes/helenamt/latest/helena_mt/0-0-0-4811
https://app.leg.wa.gov/billsummary?BillNumber=1245&Year=2023


 

Political economy of Houston's reform 

M. Nolan Gray & Adam Millsap (2020). Subdividing the Unzoned City: An Analysis of the Causes 

and Effects of Houston’s 1998 Subdivision Reform. Journal of Planning Education and Reform. 

Jake Wegmann (2020). Bayou City Townhouse Boom: Does Houston Have Something to Teach 

Us About Pro-Climate Urban Transformation? Platform, The University of Texas at Austin School 

of Architecture. 

NuNu Chang (2018). Planning the Houston Way, Part II: Special Minimum Lot Size. Rice Design 

Alliance. 

Big ideas 

• HOA deed restrictions & opt-out options enabled the broad reform of Houston's lot-size 

mandates. 

• The reform slowed gentrification in low-income neighborhoods, concentrating rather in 

middle-income neighborhoods. 

• Builders took advantage of reform to build "Houston townhouses", which are not attached 

to neighboring houses and are usually 3 stories tall with a "tuck-under" garage. 

• Normal fee simple ownership is a key to townhouse success. Nobody wanted condo-

ownership townhouses. 

• In not-yet-published work, Wegmann and co-authors have found that relatively few 

Houston townhouses replaced single-family homes. 

Discussion 

• Shane Phillips, Mike Manville, and M. Nolan Gray on the UCLA Housing Voice Podcast.  

• Max Masuda-Farkas in The Regulatory Review. 

• M. Nolan Gray and Jessica McBirney at the Mercatus Center. 

• Salim Furth at Market Urbanism. 

  

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3659870
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3659870
https://soa.utexas.edu/publications/platform/urban-agencies
https://www.ricedesignalliance.org/planning-the-houston-way-part-ii-special-minimum-lot-size-by-nunu-chang
https://www.lewis.ucla.edu/2022/06/15/27-minimum-lot-reform-with-m-nolan-gray/#:~:text=Houston's%20reform%2C%20which%20took%20place,of%20the%20reform%2C%20creating%20a
https://www.theregreview.org/2020/11/25/masuda-farkas-land-use-reform-more-housing-houston/
https://www.mercatus.org/research/policy-briefs/liberalizing-land-use-regulations-case-houston
https://marketurbanism.com/2020/09/10/missing-middle-critique-3/


History and geography of Houston townhomes 

Stephen Fox (2000). The Houston Townhouse. Cite: The Architecture and Design Magazine of 

Houston. 

John Park, Luis Guajardo, Kyle Shelton, Steve Sherman, and William Fulton (2021). Re-Taking 

Stock: Understanding How Trends in the Housing Stock and Gentrification are connected in 

Houston and Harris County. Kinder Institute for Urban Research, Rice University.  

Big ideas 

• The unique "detached townhouse" is a new concept, probably owing to the 1999 regulatory 

reform. 

o As of 2000, Fox makes no mention of detached townhomes. 

o In 2005, Houston had about 12,000 detached townhomes and 31,000 attached 

townhomes.  

o From 2005 to 2018, Houston added 34,000 detached townhomes against 5,000 

attached townhomes.  

• Detached townhomes are common in inner neighborhoods undergoing redevelopment; 

greenfield development is almost entirely traditional single family and large-scale 

multifamily. 

• Construction and demolition are more frequent in affluent and already-gentrified core 

neighborhoods than gentrifying ones, as shown in Figure 4. 

https://offcite.rice.edu/2010/03/TheHoustonTownhouse_Fox_Cite49.pdf
https://kinder.rice.edu/research/re-taking-stock-understanding-how-trends-housing-stock-and-gentrification-are-connected
https://kinder.rice.edu/research/re-taking-stock-understanding-how-trends-housing-stock-and-gentrification-are-connected
https://kinder.rice.edu/research/re-taking-stock-understanding-how-trends-housing-stock-and-gentrification-are-connected


Figure 4 (Park et al 2021): Demolitions are concentrated in Houston's affluent west  

Discussion 

• Jake Wegmann at Urban Edge (Kinder Institute) 

• Luis Guajardo at Urban Edge (Kinder Institute) 

  

https://kinder.rice.edu/urbanedge/detached-townhomes-gentrifying-gentrifiers-and-housing-regulation-uniquely-houston
https://kinder.rice.edu/urbanedge/houston-and-everywhere-else-lot-size-matters


Who benefits from small lots? 

Mike Mei (2022). House Size and Household Size: The Distributional Effects of the Minimum 

Lot Size Regulation. Working paper.  

Big ideas 

• Small lots result in smaller houses. The average new house size in Houston declined by 10 

to 15 percent when small lots were legalized. 

• A simplified model shows that smaller, lower-income families and those who have not yet 

bought a house are big winners. Most existing homeowners took small losses (See Figure 

15). 

• The lot size reform was equivalent to a one-time gift of $18,000 to every Houston 

household living in a single-family home (the model doesn't incorporate apartment 

dwellers). That adds up to about $8 billion. 

Figure 15 (Mei 2022): Renters (who are future buyers) gain a lot, homeowners lose a little  

Discussion 

• Salim Furth at Market Urbanism 

  

http://mikemei.com/uploads/1/3/7/2/137207430/mei_mike_2022_jmp.pdf
http://mikemei.com/uploads/1/3/7/2/137207430/mei_mike_2022_jmp.pdf
https://marketurbanism.com/2022/10/20/is-affordability-just-you-get-what-you-pay-for/


Yard space isn't highly valued 

Salim Furth (2021). Foundations and Microfoundations: Building Houses on Regulated Land. 

Mercatus Center Working Paper. 

M. Nolan Gray and Salim Furth (2019). Do Minimum-Lot-Size Regulations Limit Housing Supply 

in Texas? Mercatus Center Research Paper. 

Big ideas 

• Houston area homebuyers are happy to pay more for bigger houses - but they don't place 

much value on larger yards. 

• In suburbs of Dallas and Austin with large minimum lot sizes, most house lots are built 

very close to the minimum lot size (or below it via various exceptions). See Figure 4. 

o But in Pearland, with many small lots available in nearby Houston, suburbanites 

are happy to buy larger-than-mandated lots. 

Figure 4 (Gray and Furth 2019): Few people in Pflugerville want such a large lot.  

Discussion 

• Nolan Gray at Strong Towns. 

• Nolan Gray and Salim Furth in the Austin American-Statesman.  

https://www.mercatus.org/research/working-papers/foundations-and-microfoundations-building-houses-regulated-land
https://www.mercatus.org/students/research/research-papers/do-minimum-lot-size-regulations-limit-housing-supply-texas
https://www.mercatus.org/students/research/research-papers/do-minimum-lot-size-regulations-limit-housing-supply-texas
https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2019/6/19/do-minimum-lot-size-rules-matter
https://www.statesman.com/story/opinion/columns/your-voice/2019/05/07/commentary-do-minimum-lot-sizes-in-suburbs-contribute-to-texas-sprawl/5228768007/


 

Lot Size Reform Boosted Property Values 

Joseph Shortell (2022). The Effect of a Minimum Lot Size Reduction on Residential Property 

Values: The Case of Houston. Universitat de Barcelona master's thesis. 

Coming soon: Emily Hamilton addresses the same question in a working paper near release. I will 

update this post to include it. 

Big ideas 

• In theory, lowering lot size mandates ought to raise the price of land while lowering the 

price of existing structures. 

• Comparing Houston lots (which benefited from reform) to those outside the city, he finds 

that the price of land definitely rose and the price of existing structures may have fallen 

(but the evidence is less clear). 

Discussion 

Nobody has critiqued or dissected Shortell (2022) yet. It is an excellent master's thesis, but readers 

should bear in mind that it is student work and has not undergone peer review.  

• Florian Martin in Houston Business Journal covers the unaffordability of larger lots. 

  

http://diposit.ub.edu/dspace/bitstream/2445/187972/1/TFM-ECO_Shortell_2022.pdf
http://diposit.ub.edu/dspace/bitstream/2445/187972/1/TFM-ECO_Shortell_2022.pdf
https://www.bizjournals.com/houston/news/2022/07/01/minimum-lot-sizes-cover-story.html


How does small lot development handle stormwater? 

Samuel Brody, Russell Blessing, Antonia Sebastian & Philip Bedient (2012). Examining the 

impact of land use/land cover characteristics on flood losses. Journal of Environmental Planning 

and Management.  

Big ideas 

• The authors examined the Clear Creek watershed, in Houston's southeastern suburbs. It's 

not directly a study of Houston small-lot development, though. 

• They found a mixed relationship between impervious cover and flood losses. An area 

surrounded by "medium" coverage development (50 to 79 percent covered) fared best, even 

better than one surrounded by "developed open space" (0 to 20 percent).  

o The authors guess this is because denser development is usually accompanied by 

better infrastructure. 

o The worst-performing category was "low" coverage (20 to 49 percent). 

Discussion 

• Houston planners have noted that impact fees from small-lot infill development have 

helped fund stormwater improvements and sidewalks. Houston incentivizes shared 

courtyards in part because they handle stormwater better. Further research is needed on the 

fiscal consequences of small lot reform.  

• Phil Magness offers a quick history of Houston flooding. 

• Nolan Gray notes the irrelevance of zoning to flood damage. 

 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09640568.2013.802228
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09640568.2013.802228
https://philmagness.com/2017/08/houston-in-historical-perspective-no-zoning-would-not-have-stopped-harvey/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-09-04/how-houston-s-zoning-can-help-hurricane-harvey-recovery
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